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Short Description

Verona 86.5" Rectangular Umbrella Dining Table ` by Lloyd Flanders

Description

The Verona 86.5" Rectangular Umbrella Dining Table (277086) by Lloyd Flanders. At once effortless and
luxurious, the Verona Collection transforms an ordinary outdoor space into extraordinary.

Includes

One (1) Verona 86.5" Rectangular Umbrella Dining Table

Dimension

86.5"W x 39.5"D x 29.5"H (26.92 lbs.)

Features

100% Virgin Vinyl All Weather Wicker w/ Wheat Finish
Softly look and feel gives an indoor look made for outdoors
UV Inhibitors Prevent Excessive Fading
Sturdy, Corrosion Resistant Fully Welded Aluminum Frames

Fully Welded Aluminum Frames

Welded all-aluminum frames are corrosion-resistant and extremely durable. These frames require minimal
maintenance and should retain their finish even after years of use.

Limited Residential Warranty

Lloyd Flanders® warrants its furniture to be free from manufacturing defects for a period of three years from
the date of purchase. Fabrics (except COM), cushions, faux concrete table tops, and stone table tops are
warranted for a period of one year from the date of purchase. This warranty is exclusive to the original
purchaser. Routine care and maintenance are required to support the benefits of this warranty. This includes
but is not limited to annual inspection of the frames and touch-up of any minor damage. Abuse or neglect of
the furniture voids the warranty. Do not store your furniture upside down. This could allow water to
accumulate and freeze within the frame, causing structural damage that is excluded from coverage.
About the Manufacturer

In 1906, Marshall B. Lloyd opened the Lloyd Manufacturing Company in Menominee, Michigan, where he
developed a timeless and unique process for creating fine woven furniture. To this very day, they are proud
to continue crafting this heirloom furniture, in the same facility where it all began.
Thanks to their patented Loom weaving technology, Lloyd Flanders furniture products stand apart from other
manufacturers in the industry, offering a level of quality and beauty that is unsurpassed.
Lloyd Flanders furniture can be found in many historic places and fine hotels across the United States, such
as the Waldorf Astoria in New York and the Minnesota Governor's Mansion. Their gorgeous furniture is also
featured in film, television and music.

Lloyd Flanders® all-weather furniture will remain beautiful with minimal care and maintenance. Use a soft
brush to remove organic material like dust and leaves. For spot cleaning, the frame, wicker, and cushions can
be washed with a mild detergent and water. Rinse with clean water and dry thoroughly before use.
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Additional Information

SKU 277086

Brand Lloyd Flanders

Ships Out Estimate 3-5 Weeks

Residential Warranty Limited Residential Warranty: 3 Years

Verona 86.5" Rectangular Umbrella
Dining Table ` by Lloyd Flanders

was

$2,759.00 Special
Price

$2,069.25
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